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TOOL // 2D Assessment Task and Rubric 
 
What is it used for? 
The tool provides a performance task that allows students to demonstrate their understanding 
of 2D geometry and provides the teacher with assessment data in the Application and 
Communication category of mathematics. 

How do you use it? 
After teaching and learning with 2D geometry skills and concepts the teacher reads the book, 
“The Greedy Triangle.” Students are then asked to design a retirement community for the 
ShapeShifter. The design must include specified angles, polygons, Quadrilaterals, and 
Symmetry. Students must then write a persuasive letter to the ShapeShifter highlighting the 
geometric properties of their town and reasons why he should move there. The rubric is then 
used to assess the students’ work.  

How Can It Be Used in Other Subject Areas? 
The letter can be assessed for Expository Writing if the form has been taught in writing; to be 
used for writing assessment data.  

	



Grode 4 ?D &eometry Assessment Tosk: Nomc:

Convince Shopeshifter to iAove To Your Townl

As we reod the book, \\e Gre.ety Triongle, ?D gaometry is very importont to the
Shopeshifter! You are going to help him decide on his new retirement community.

Design o map of o villoge or town thot you think the Shopeshifter should move to.
When you ore finished, write aletter to Shopeshifter highlighting the genmetric
properties of your town and convince him to move in! Be sure to use the following
criterio:

Angles:

r oll 90 degre.eongles lofulet with the right dngle symbol
o ot leost two 45 degrea, ongles coloured yellow
o of leost two 135 degrez ongles coloured brown
r ot least one building or roodway nomed occording to its ongle (e.9., tOO

degree Coffen, Shop)

Polygons:

. include of leost one triongle,pentagon, her<ogon, heptogon, ond octogon
(colour codel in legend)

Quodriloterols:

o ot leosf 2 different types of porollelogroms (colour code.d in legend)
. include 2 dtfferent rhombi ond tropezoids (colour coded in legend)

Symmetry:

o include an element of symmetry with ot leost I line of symmetry (e.9., o

symmetricol building OR o symmetricol oreo of town OR the entire town can

be symmetricol)

Use the ossessment rubric on the other side of this poge to help you work towards
your best mork.
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2D Shopes ond Quodriloterols
C riteria Level 1 Level 2

Nonrc:

Level 3 Level 4

Communicates their
solution clearlY and
logically

(e.9., using accurate
visual representaions of
regular and irregular
two-dimensional shaPes)

. uses visual
representations of 2D
shapes with limited
accuracy

. provides written
explanation with few
details and major
omissions

. uses accurate visual
representations of 2D
shapes with some
accuracy

. provides a written
explanation with sorne
details

. uses accurate visual
representations of 2D
shapes with
considerable accuracy

. provides an accurate,
detailed written
explanation

. uses accurate visual
representations of 2D
shapes with a high
degree of accuracy

. provides an accurate,
detailed written
explanation

Accurately aPPlies
knowledge of angles and
geometric proPerties of
polygons and
quadrilaterals

(e.9., greater than/ess
than righU90 degree
angle, trapezoid has one
set of parallel lines)

. with limited claritY,
identifies few polygons
andlor quadrilaterals

. with limited accuracy,
describes and compares
angles and right angles

. with some claritY,
identifies some PolYgons
and quadrilaterals

. with some accuracy,
describes and cornpares
angles and right angles

. with considerable
clarity, identifies several
polygons and
quadrilaterals

. with considerable
accuracy, describes and
compares angles and
right angles

. with a high degree of
clarity, identifies many
polygons and
quadrilaterals

. with thorough
accuracy, describes,
identifies, and comPares
angles and right angles

Uses planning skills to
understand and carry
out the plan

(e.g., meets the
specified critieria ol the
task)

. meets few of the
specified criteria
according to the
assigned expectations

. meets some of the
specified criteria
according to the
assigned exPectations

. meets most of the
specified criteria
according to the
assigned exPectations

. excels beYond the
basic criteria for this
assignment (e.9., used
more than 1 line of
symmetry, Provided
more comPlex
representations )

Demonstrates knowledge
of content

(e.g., use of tools,
terms, procedural skills)

Demonstrates a limited
understanding of the
terms:
. parallel
. congruent
. symmetry

Uses tools such as a
mira or protractor with
limited effectiveness.

Demonstrates some
understanding of the
terms:
. parallel
. congruent
. symmetry

Uses tools such as a
mira or protractor with
some etfectiveness.

Demonstrates a
considerable
understanding of the
terms:
. parallel
. congruent
. symmetry

Uses tools such as a
mira or protractor with
considerable
effectiveness.

Demonstrates a high
degree of understanding
of the terms:
. parallel
. coogruent
. symmetry

Uses tools such as a
mira or protractor with a

high degree of
effectiveness.
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